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we are proud to have you among our software portal users, thank you for choosing us. the version of vbreformer being
downloaded at the moment is 6.4.353. the instalaltion package is available free of charge. the download was checked for
malware and ransomware by our scanners, the installer is clean. download this program from the developer's site for free
using the link provided below. you should take into account that the software is downloaded from a third-party source and

softdeluxe is not responsible for the safety of such downloads. please check files for viruses. because one of the most
recurrent questions of my customers was if vbreformer pro will support decompilation of their application, due to the

simple fact they dont know if it was compiled in native or p-code, ive made a tool called vbcomptester, some years ago,
which show you if a binary file (.exe,.dll,.ocx, etc.) was compiled using visual basic 5 / 6 and with what compilation mode

(native or p-code ). in short, vbreformer is a visual basic code editor, which retrieves the user interface code of.net
framework applications as well as the source code of visual basic 6 applications. the software works on windows xp,

windows vista or windows 7 and is compatible with 32-bit systems. the more popular versions among the program users
are 5.4 and 5.0. vbreformer 5 is designed to be used by every vb.net developer and any other developer who needs to
work with visual basic projects in a professional way, with the aim of generating code that is more understandable and
maintainable, and the most important thing is that it is a great tool for producing code that is compatible with visual

studio.
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vbreformer is a simple standalone software, that does exactly what
it says on the tin. this is one of the reasons why the project is not

bigger than it is. the core library part is about 500 lines of code, and
the user interface is written in delphi pascal. the demo version is in
beta test and it’s not as good as the full version. demo version is for

testing purposes only, it does not include the source code, the ui
code and the project files. the demo version of the software is

available here: . vbreformer professional edition 5.4 is currently
available here: . the vbreformer professional edition 5.4 is available
free of charge for personal use or as a part of commercial project for

evaluation purposes. we also provide license agreements for all
users. this version supports visual basic 6.0, visual basic.net

framework 3.5, visual basic 6.0 and visual basic.net framework 4.0.
the most valuable assets of vbreformer are its ability retrieve the
user interface code and the source as well, without any special
configurations or requirements. the two views you can access,

namely the visual basic code and the project editor will give you a
comprehensive insight which includes all the methods and functions
inside classes, forms, modules or controls. all software that you can

find on our servers, including vbreformer, is either freeware,
shareware or open-source, some of the software packages are

demo, trial or patch versions and if possible (public domain licence),
we also host official full versions of software. 5ec8ef588b
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